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Abstract
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) provide an effective technology for vehicles communicating while on the road. Vehicles are organized in an ad hoc networks offering support
for both safety-critical messaging, multi-hop entertainment applications, and connection to
internet services through Road Side Units (RSUs). Sharing data between connected vehicles
can help commuting people exchange travel information, and allows content delivery and
entertainment applications using Peer-to-Peer (P2P) techniques. Despite the widely documented benefits of P2P techniques, there are a number of challenges faced when deployed
in such a highly dynamic environments as VANETs. Such difficulties include the broadcast
storm problem, network partition, and the temporal network fragmentation to name few.
These issues are principally due to the high mobility of vehicles and thus to the constantly
changing topology of the network. In this paper, we present a survey of the existing P2P
approaches in the context of VANETs including a comprehensive survey of the various problems related to data sharing in VANET using P2P techniques, along with their proposed
solutions from the perspective of data access, information lookup, routing, and message
management. In this study, we provide a classification of the studied approaches in terms
of network overlays, information structures, and network coding. To differentiate between
the discussed approaches, we include a comparative study based on the crucial parameters
and identify and discuss the open research challenges in P2P techniques. To the best of
our knowledge, this survey constitutes the first attempt at a comprehensive analysis of P2P
approaches in VANETs, which describes more appropriately the state-of-art of this specific
topic of research.
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1. Introduction
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a promising research area, and especially in wireless networks. P2P
systems are characterized by their distributed control and their hierarchical organization,
which allow establishing robust communication. Indeed, in a traditional P2P system, each
node can play the role of a client and server. The major challenge of P2P systems is the
design and deployment of robust distributed systems consisting of a set of participants that
can be personal computers (PCs), laptops, sensors, or mobile nodes (e.g., vehicles or drones)
[1]. As a result, some P2P systems could have a million active participants connected at the
same time. Moreover, such systems do not require any centralized administration, which
provides three main advantages: (i) the scalability and the starting condition of the network,
(ii) the ability of aggregation and the use of computing resources and data, and (iii) fault
tolerance and intentional attack resistance due to the distributed nature of P2P systems.
Therefore, all these advantages make P2P systems well suited to both long-term storage and
heavy computations. P2P systems can address many data-sharing issues. One of these issues
is the lookup problem, i.e., how to find any given data item in an extensive P2P system.
This issue reflects the conception complexity of P2P networks. To solve this issue, many
researchers proposed the use of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) for the lookup process [2].
Each data is identified by a unique key included in the DHT, and therefore the proposed
algorithms have to find the responsible node for storing this data based on its identifier. For
this purpose, each node has to keep the information (e.g., IP or MAC addresses) related to
its neighbors forming overlays to both store and retrieve data keys.
1.1. Motivation
The development of P2P architecture in recent years has also been adopted within Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs), which is a logical structure established over a physical
network. In VANETs, there are hundreds or thousands of vehicles equipped with wireless
interfaces and GPS, which are cooperating and sharing data, services, and computational
power, e.g., traffic information, environmental data, multimedia, and messages [3]. Also,
the greatest goal of VANETs is to provide information and services by the communication
between vehicles and infrastructure using the paradigm of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicleto-infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), over a cellular network (V2N), and
especially the Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications [4, 5, 6]. The primary goal of
V2X communications is to ensure secure and comfortable transportation, besides reducing
pollution and gas costs. Therefore, it uses all cited network connections and even the new
vehicle-to-cloud (V2C) communication technologies [7, 8]. VANETs variant communications
strive to solve traffic security, transport efficiency, and entertainment application issues [9].
In this last decade of significant research and progress in VANETs, extensive knowledge
has been gained on designing VANETs, and many techniques and protocols have been proposed. For instance, 5G cellular communications remedy V2X network limitations and give
(5G-V2X) birth [10, 11]. 5G network performance allows V2X communications to handle
vehicular safety to avoid collisions in vehicle platooning, remote driving, and advanced driving. In addition, it improves analyzing the performance of Collective Perception service,
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redundancy, and the information freshness of extended sensors [12, 13]. Unlike VANET security applications that require information from the vicinity of vehicles, many applications
can use this information on a broader environment, such as parking guidance systems, navigation systems, driving comfort applications, and sharing applications. In the latter type
of applications, the information is collected and shared in a wide and cooperative manner.
The type of this information can take various forms [14], such as videos, music, traffic information, etc. However, information dissemination over big networks, such as VANETs, is a
great challenge.
Among the most critical constraints, we distinguish the broadcast storm problem[15].
This problem happens when many vehicles want to communicate simultaneously, which also
causes different other issues, such as network overhead, network congestion, packet collision,
and additional MAC delays. An important number of proposals [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] tried
to solve these problems. However, they neglected many other issues related to VANET
characteristics, such as the high mobility of nodes. The latter issue can cause another
critical constraint that is the network partition problem, which occurs when a vehicle wants
to communicate in a sparse network (i.e., there are no vehicles in the vicinity). The network
partition is a challenging problem because the vehicles are randomly distributed in the area,
which leads to a challenging issue in data dissemination over the network. After all, the
messages cannot easily reach a part of the network [21]. The last constraint is the temporal
network fragmentation problem, which is induced by network changing topology caused by
the highly dynamic topology of these networks. For instance, a solution has been proposed
by authors in [17] to overcome this problem, where their main idea is to both maintain
and discover alternative routes, but it amplifies the broadcast storm problem. To solve all
these issues and constraints, many P2P approaches are proposed with the aim of sharing
information between all vehicles all over the network and overcoming the different limitations
of VANETs.
1.2. Organization of the survey
To draw a full picture of P2P systems, this work is organized based on eight sections
handling the following details(see., Figure 1):
• Section 2 describes the P2P networks, their characteristics and classifications, and the
main challenges in this kind of network.
• Section 3 introduces the concept of VANETs and describes their design, their characteristics, and their routing protocols.
• Sections 4 provide a comprehensive and critical review of the proposed P2P techniques over VANETs, present a taxonomy of overlay independent, structured overlays
and unstructured overlays schemes in VANETs, provide a detailed description of the
majority of P2P contributions in VANET proposed across the literature along with
their illustrative figures and identify and discuss the main challenges in this area,
respectively.
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• Section 5 compares and classifies the most recent works in this field.
• Section 6 presents several open issues and future research directions.
• Section 7 presents concluding remarks. Also, a brief summary of contributions is
presented in this section.
For more clarity, we use the term peer, node, car, and vehicle interchangeably.
2. Peer-to-peer (P2P) Networks
P2P systems comprise self-organized equal and autonomous entities (peers) aiming to
share distributed resources in a given network [22]. P2P systems are virtual networks in the
application layer with a specific overlay topology and supported by routing protocols. The
overlay topology is defined in a way where the nodes are connected together, and the routing
protocols define which nodes can exchange messages and share information and resources.
The overlay topology and routing protocols have a key role affecting many properties of the
system, such as performance, reliability, and scalability.
2.1. Classification of P2P networks
There are many classifications of P2P systems. In this section, these systems are classified
into three categories depending on various criteria, such as storage, processing, and look up
mechanisms.
2.1.1. Storage
In centralized systems, the central server is responsible for maintaining information about
nodes and data where each peer has to communicate (i.e., sending queries) with the central
server to have the data. In addition, this kind of systems is used by Napster [23] (see., Figure
4-A). The advantage of this centralized architecture is that it is simple, quick, and has an
efficient information discovery. However, it has several vulnerabilities to be attacked (i.e.,
if the server is attacked, the system will be down), and several other drawbacks, such as the
scalability restriction due to database sizes, the high number of queries to be responded,
and the frequent periodic updates.
In decentralized systems, all nodes have the same functionality. Therefore, they act
as servers and clients simultaneously. Chord [24] and CAN [25] are relevant examples of
decentralized P2P systems (see., Figure 4-B). This kind of systems is highly scalable because
there is no centralized aspect making them fault-tolerant to the loss of an important number
of peers. The nodes have autonomous control over their contents. However, they have no
quality of services along with joining and leaving problems.
The Hybrid architecture is divided into two designs: (i) Design with a central server
and (ii) Design without a central server. In the design with the central server, the latter
registers the users’ list of the system and facilitates peer discovery. In addition, there are
many peer servers (i.e., super peers or super nodes [26]) that memorize both information
about users and content indexes of its peers. At the same time, they coordinate with the
6
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central server to manage their peers’ lookup queries, since the queries are directly sent to
super peers. This kind of architecture is used by Kazaa [27] (see., Figure 4-C). Moreover,
super peers are elected depending on bandwidth and processing power, which allows the
central server to provide new peers with a list of super peers that they can connect with. In
the design without a central server, when a node wants to join the network, it has to contact
the super-peer to validate its joining. If this newly entered node has a powerful processor,
it can become a super-node, and then it forms a network with other super peers. This type
of architecture is used by Gnutella [28] (see., Figure 4-D).
2.1.2. Processing
Structured P2P networks are used to distribute keys’ space between peers, and each one
has to be responsible for a specific key space partition, so that it has to store all information
related to this key space partition. This helps a peer to find content using only the content
key.
In unstructured systems, the peers are connected in an ad hoc manner so that they
are able to operate in a decentralized way, even if they are within a centralized structure.
In addition, the content placement is independent from the overlay topology. However,
structured systems are based on a controlled overlay, where peers are indexed, and data is
both indexed and distributed among peers based on mapping rules between the content and
peer indexes (e.g., DHT).
2.1.3. Lookup Mechanisms
There are three basic strategies to store and retrieve data in P2P systems: (i) Central
server, (ii) Flooding Search, and (iii) Distributed Indexing. In the first strategy, the central
server maintains the current locations of data items. If a peer joins the overlay, it has to
share its contents and resources and it has to send this content’s information to the central
server so that the central server can respond to requests (i.e., data locations) of other nodes
directly. This mechanism is used by Napster [23] (see., Figure 5(a)).
In the second strategy, to retrieve an element in this mechanism, the node must request
all participating nodes in the network if necessary, which means that the nodes do not share
information about their contents, so this lookup technique broadcast a request for an item
among the peers of the system. If a node receives a request, it forwards this request to
other nodes until finding the content or exceeding a predefined number of hops (Time to
Live TTL). In addition, some broadcast mechanisms replicate the content in the network, to
avoid data loss and improve lookup delay. Gnutella [29] is a good example of this mechanism
type (see., Figure 5(b)) .
The third strategy, such as DHT is used in structured overlays because it provides a
global view of distributed data in the network. Each node and content (data) has a key,
and this key can be provided by a hash function, where, each node is responsible for some
data depending on the DHT type. Therefore, by hashing data items, any node can find the
content through a small number of hops. For more details, the following Figure 5(c) shows
how Chord [24] is designed.
9
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2.2. Characteristics of P2P systems
P2P systems have the following characteristics:
1. Distributed resources like bandwidth, storage, and processing power.
2. Peers are connected within a network in a distributed manner, except in certain cases
such centralized structures.
3. Each peer has a dynamic IP address, because of its multiple connections and disconnections to the network.
4. Content identifier is derived from its name using a hash function.
5. In general, peers directly communicate with each other to exchange content. However,
there are some cases when peers have to transit through the central server.
6. Unlike other systems, P2P nodes act as clients and servers at the same time.
7. Peers have the same functionality, so they are fully autonomous.
3. Vehicular AdHoc Networks
In VANETs, the topology of the network changes frequently due to the high mobility
of nodes. VANETs are autonomous wireless networks created between vehicles, where it is
used both for safety driving application [30, 31, 32, 33, 34], for Traffic information systems
(TISs), and for internet connection. In addition, they can collect and share important data
used for route guidance and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) where the vehicles
have short and medium range wireless communications. Consequently, vehicles are able to
communicate, detect, and compute. In recent years, a new network known as Flying adhoc networks has emerged (FANET) [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. It is a hybrid of UAVs and a
VANET. UAVs can communicate directly or through intermediate nodes using the wireless
medium [41]. For that reason, it differs from VANET in a few characteristics of VANET,
especially in limited power, mobility, topology changes, and radio propagation.
3.1. Architecture
For a deep understanding of VANET architecture, it is important to study its different communication models, and this shows the full potential of vehicular communications.
VANET is a highly dynamic network, vehicles have embedded on-board-units (OBUs) including wireless transmitter and receiver. Therefore, vehicles can communicate: (i) through
some RSUs (V2R /V2I). (ii) with each other (V2V), (iii) with pedestrian (V2P), (iv) over
a cellular network (V2N), and especially with everything (V2X) [4, 5, 6] (see., Figure 6).
VANETs can be deployed in three different environments, such as urban, rural, and freeway/highway [42, 43, 44]. Each environment has its own mobility challenges. This is the
reasons why there is an important number of research solutions [45, 46, 47] trying to handle the different mobility issues. There are many mobility models that are classified into
11
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three categories based on many factors, such as acceleration, deceleration, lane changes, and
human conduct[48, 49]:
1. Stochastic or random modelling,
2. Traffic or flow modelling, and
3. Trace modelling.
A high data rate is required for advanced VANET applications, such as cooperative collision warning, traffic management, and entertainment [50, 51]. As a result, the need for
antennas that can handle several bands for communication in VANET applications is skyrocketing. Furthermore, bandwidth is critical for delivering efficient performance in terms
of vehicle safety. New protocols such as IEEE 802.11bd (for Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)) and 5G NR V2X (for Cellular V2X (C-V2X)) were born as a result
of improved high reliability and low latency requirements. The 5.9 GHz band (5.850-5.925
GHz) is used for V2X features, with a bandwidth of 75 MHz, which is insufficient for today’s demands. New bands with greater capacity in the sub 6 GHz region will be delivered
as part of the 5G rollout, allowing for better Cellular-V2X capability and superior performance. This necessitates a more significant number of communication devices, resulting in
increased connection and high link dependability, which may be met by installing a large
number of radio transceiver components. In addition, because it can receive signals from
all directions, an antenna with more radiating components is likely to deliver a high-quality
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signal. Any antenna element in the system that fails to catch the intended signal can be
seen with greater quality by another antenna element in the system [52], given that the
antenna elements are isolated, as coupling between the components reduces performance
and perhaps signal quality.
To avoid such effects, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [53] systems that make use
of numerous diversities are highly recommended. By combining many antenna components
into a single module, a robust diversity scheme and better link reliability may be achieved.
Many researchers have suggested numerous forms of antennas for VANET purposes throughout the years, including shark fin antennas. Despite their primary purpose, these antennas
failed to meet the requirements for many antenna properties such as isolation and radiation
pattern [54]. Slots in antenna design and the notion of fractals allowing broadband operation are two more strategies that have aided the implementation of planar antennas in V2X
applications [55]. [56, 57] proposes a Penta band antenna for vehicle communication that
excludes particular operating vehicular communication bands from the needed bands. The
authors of [58] created a fractal antenna for vehicle communication that uses a compliant
substrate, although it does not cover the LTE 42 band.
Planar antennas with MIMO implementation have recently demonstrated significant advantages over conventional antenna designs, as they address fundamental demands such as isolation, polarization diversity, spectrum efficiency, and enhanced signal-to-noise ratio. It also
contributes to the high throughput needed in V2V and V2I situations [59, 60]. The isolation
between close antenna parts is the most critical factor to consider while developing MIMO
antennas. The millimeter wave (mmWave) [61, 62, 63, 64] band is used in 5G and other
wireless communication networks. Although the massive bandwidth available in this band
allows for unparalleled throughput, it also has a higher propagation loss than the bands below 6 Ghz. This property necessitates a full rethinking of the old communication paradigm,
namely, omnidirectionality. Indeed, mmWave systems employ directed beams produced by
antenna arrays, or beamforming, to provide appropriate received signal strength. By appropriately aligning the antenna components of the antenna array, beamforming concentrates
power (both transmit and receive) in the desired direction.
3.2. Characteristics
VANETs have many characteristics as follows:
1. Frequent disconnections: Due to the high mobility of vehicles, the communication
links cannot remain stable all the time.
2. Infrastructure access: Due to the high mobility of VANETs, communication infrastructures, such as RSUs, access points, and hotspots, can be deployed to maintain
network connectivity and communication.
3. Computing Capacity: To send, receive, process, and store data, each node in
VANETs has to be equipped with processing capabilities, storage ability, and energy
capacity. Since they are equipped with rechargeable batteries, the energy of vehicles
is not restricted.
13
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4. Geographical position: In VANETs, the majority of vehicles are equipped with a
Global Positioning System (GPS) used to locate the vehicle.
5. Communication environments: The vehicles move in various places, such as cities,
highways, and rural zones.
6. Dynamic density: VANETs have a dynamic density depending on the location where
they are deployed in (i.e., highway, city, or urban) and the moment (i.e., rush hours
or nights).
7. Delivery delay constraints: There are several security applications (e.g., alert dissemination) in VANETs, which help to avoid accidents. In this kind of applications,
the delay of transmission has a significant impact on the dangerous situation avoidance.
8. On-board sensors: Each vehicle is equipped with various sensors that ensure data
gathering.
3.3. Routing protocols
There are several routing studies [43, 65, 66, 67], which illustrate many challenging issues
to design a routing protocol while taking into account the high mobility of vehicles and the
changing topology of the network. Many MANET routing protocols have been adapted for
VANETs, but the problem is the high message dissemination delay. Therefore, the challenge
is how to find and maintain the optimal routing paths between peers in such networks. In
the following, the VANET routing protocols are classified into seven classes (see., Figure 7):
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3.3.1. Unicast routing
In this kind of protocol, the source node sends data to another single node via intermediate relays that can use store and forward schemes. This helps to minimize the network
overhead and the delivery delay. This category of routing protocols can be classified into six
sub-categories:
Reactive routing. In reactive approaches, such as Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)
[68], Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [69], AODV with Predicting Node Trend (AODVPNT) [70], AODV with Multi-RREP (AODV-MR) [71], Reactive Routing Protocol for
VANETs (RRPV) [72], and Speed Based on Demand Vector Link Routing Protocol (SODV)
[73], the route request messages are sent if there is a need, thus if a node wants to send a
message to a specific destination, it broadcasts a Route Request Messages (RREQ) to their
neighborhood, then each node that receives this message must forward it until it reaches their
destination. Finally, the destination node sends back the message with the route using unicast communication. In addition, there are some reactive protocols based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Reinforcement Learning (RL), such as Point to Point Ad-Hoc On-Demand
Vector (PP-AODV) [74], Portable Fuzzy constraints Q-learning AODV (PFQ-AODV) [75],
Adaptive Routing Protocol based on RL (ARPRL) [76], Reliable Self-Adaptive Routing
(RSAR) [77], Q-Learning-based AODV for VANET (QLAODV) [78], Practical and Intelligent Routing protocol for VANET (PIRP) [79], and Heuristic Q-learning based VANET
Routing (HQVR) [80].
Proactive routing. In these protocols, each node has a routing table that must be periodically
updated with the new route information, and this information must be broadcasted to
their neighbors using Hello messages. Therefore, if a node requires to send a message to
the destination, it uses the routing table to reach its goal. But unfortunately, these sorts
of techniques consumes the network bandwidth. There are a great number of Proactive
protocols like Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV)[81], Optimized Link State
Routing (OLSR)[82], Global State Routing (GSR) [83], and Pheromone-Based Vehicle to
Vehicle (PBV2V) Routing [84].
Hybrid routing. In these types of protocol, designers try to exploit the benefits of proactive
and reactive routing. Therefore, if the destination node is not far from the source node,
the source node uses a routing table (Proactive Routing) to achieve its destination, else
it uses reactive routing. There are many variants of hybrid routing protocols detailed in
[85] like: Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [86], Distributed Dynamic Routing (DDR) [87],
Distributed Spanning Tree (DST) [87]. In addition, there are some Hybrid protocols based
on AI and RL, such as RL-Based Hybrid Routing protocol (RHR) [88], Q-Learning and
GRID-based routing Protocol for vehicular Adhoc networks (QGRID) [89], RL assisted
Zone based VANET Routing Protocol (RLZRP) [90], Adaptive Data Collection Protocol
using RL (ADCPRL) [91], and VANET Routing using Deep RL Technique (VRDRT) [92].
Geographical routing. With the aim to improve routing performance and reduce the control overhead, these algorithms use the geographic positions (Global Positioning System
15

(GPS)) of all the vehicles in routing processes, so the nodes in the network must be aware
of each others geographic position. There are many examples like Geographic Landmark
Routing (GLR) [93], Location-Aided Routing (LAR) [94], Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) [95], Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP)-Based Multimetric Geographical-Routing Protocol (AMGRP) [96], Named Data VANET Protocol (NVP)
[97], Multimetric Next-Hop Vehicle Selection for Geocasting in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
[98], VANET Routing Based on Real-Time Road-Vehicle Density [99], Adaptive Geographical Routing Based on Quality of Transmission for Urban Vehicular Networks (AGQOT)
[100], Greedy Curvemetric Routing Protocol (GCRP) [101], Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPRS)-Modified (GPSR-M) [102], Maxduration-Minangle GPSR (MM-GPSR)
[103], Connectivity-Aware Intersection-Based Routing (CAIR) Protocol [104], Distance and
Signal Quality Aware Routing (DSQR) [105], Q-learning based Traffic-Aware Routing protocol (QTAR) [106], Position-Based Q-learning Routing (PBQR) [107], and Q-learning based
Load Balancing Routing (Q-LBR) [108].
Multipath routing. Unlike other routing protocols, these protocols attempt to find all possible
paths between source and destination using reactive or proactive routing. Due to the highly
dynamic nature of the VANET, these algorithms are divided into three processes: route
discovery, route maintenance, and traffic allocation. Caching and multipath routing protocol
(CHAMP) [85], Split Multipath Routing (SMR) [109], and Adhoc On-demand Oultipath
Distance Vector routing (AOMDV) [110] describe in detail the three processes.
Hierarchical routing (cluster based). According to clustering techniques and an associated
addressing scheme, these protocols build a logical hierarchy of nodes in the network. The
nodes at a high level can be used to improve the connectivity scalability and the efficiency
of the routing. But the major disadvantages of these algorithms are the increasing size of
the routing tables and control packet overhead in the big networks. Hierarchical landmark
routing (H-LANMAR) [111], Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) [85], and Core-Extraction
Distributed Ad hoc Routing (CEDAR) [112] are an example of Hierarchical Routing protocols. Moreover, there are a number of Hierarchical routing based on AI and RL, such as
Agent Learning-based Clustering VANET routing Algorithm (ALCA) [113], Context-aware
Unified Routing for VANETS (CURV) [114], Reinforcement Learning-based Routing protocol for Clustered VANETS (RLRC) [115], RL and Game Theory based VANET Routing
(RGVR) [116], and Reinforcement Learning routing in Software Defined Vehicular Routing
(RL-SDVN) [117].
3.3.2. Multicast routing
In contrast to unicast protocols, multicast techniques deliver data to a group of nodes
via multi-hop communications. This type of techniques is used with the aim to improve the
packet delivery delay. Also, it uses clustering to ensure intra and extra cluster communications, but the cluster head selection is an additional issue. There are various multicast
protocols, such as RObust VEhicular Routing (ROVER) [118] and Cluster-Based Directional
Routing Protocol (CBDRP) [119].
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3.3.3. Broadcast routing
Broadcast techniques are one of the first routing techniques used in VANETs [118]. .
Basically, they use a flooding technique in the case where the message is needed to be sent
to the node that is outside the communication range. This routing technique can ensure
the message delivery, but it consumes bandwidth, congests the network, and increases the
probability of packet collisions. To discover the route to the destination, several broadcast techniques, such as BROADCOMM [120] and the Nth-Powered P-persistent Broadcast
protocol (NPPB) [121] can be deployed.
4. P2P techniques for VANET
In the aim of exploring the existing P2P methods in VANET, this section has been
divided into three categories: overlay independent techniques, structured overlays techniques
and unstructured overlays techniques.
4.1. Overlay independent techniques for VANET
In this subsection, we develop the first P2P techniques class in VANET that tries to
overcome the limitation of such a network without P2P overlay improvement.
4.1.1. Car Torrent Technique
One of the first examples of P2P techniques in VANETs is Car Torrent [122]. It is a Java
application that uses AODV and it is responsible for discovering and maintaining routes, It
uses AODV to send Gossip messages and files, these applications are composed of:
1. A user interface,
2. A File Splitter: Responsible for splitting the file into a lot of pieces and combine them
in the reception,
3. CarTorrent File Manager: responsible for tracing the parts of the file, it maintains
the peers list and the hops number of each piece, it updates his information in each
reception, and It selects the closest rarest pieces.
4. Send Gossip Thread: Sending Gossip messages from the client or the queue (others
Gossips) depending on probabilities parametrized in the client program,
5. Receive Gossip Thread: if the received Gossip message is from the client, the message
is deleted. If not it will be transmitted to CarTorrent File Manager and it will be
treated and saved in the queue,
6. Listen Thread: it is triggered if there entrants connexions, and transmit these connexions to the Receive Packet Thread.
7. Receive Packet Thread: There to incoming messages:
(a) Data request: send the demanded data to the other client.
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(b) Data: saved in the local space of the client and combined b the File Splitter.
It is an interesting real-world application for sharing files. However, if there are many nodes,
performance will suffer. However, this application does not use a list of peers who can have
the file or the parts to void the disconnection problem (to detect the absence of files or
pieces).
4.1.2. Clustering Techniques
One of the first examples of P2P techniques is presented in [123], to avoid congestion
the authors use the warning (safety) messages in urban and highway zones, the peers are
organized as a cluster (Peer Space, PS) according to common benefits and there are two
ways of clustering (Cluster Based Organization and Peer Centered Organization), for sharing
the information, this approach uses a mediation mechanism. The P2P resource mediation
mechanism is the concept of distributed hash tables(DHT’s)[124]. However, this approach
does not allow a peer in one PS to inform peers in another PS, thus cannot be utilized in
highways.
Another clustering technique proposed by C. Caballero-Gil et al [125]. This technique
showed that a clustering technique designed can optimize the network load in the case of
dense networks, the cluster is managed by the cluster head (leader), and the vehicles in the
same group communicate via public and private keys, the Group stages are:
• Group detection: the node detects if there are a lot of neighbors,
• Group election: if there are many neighbors, the node must select one leader to join
his group,
• Group creation: if there is not a leader, the nodes must create a group,
• Group membership: if a node leaves a group and the network is dense, it must join
another
• Group life: if the network is sparse, the group must be scattered.
After the clustering, the message management inside groups is detailed in the algorithm
in [125]. This paper defines the comprehensive process that nodes must follow in order
to manage groups. This technique reduces network traffic and reduces packet loss. It is a
flexible system that can be used in both sparse and dense networks. However, the simulation
duration is quite short, it is inefficient in sparse networks, and if the network is particularly
dynamic, the control messages can overload it, and we do not examine the relay node
selection.
Another VANET communication model based on a P2P system that has been proposed
in the literature tries to address blind spots and hot spots issues. The RSUs will no longer
be necessary services in this study since the vehicle may be used as data relays. The degree
distribution, as well as the agreement procedure, are used to designate the relay nodes. The
performance parameters of a traditional VANET and a P2P network in a VANET have been
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Figure 9: Design of a collaborative system based on epidemic broadcast [129]

compared using MATLAB simulation. As a result, the P2P network is demonstrated to be
both cost-effective and real-time efficient. Nevertheless, in terms of self-organization, this
view still has many issues [126].
In [127], an information-sharing technique uses V2V communications based on clustering
and P2P-based Communication Framework for Geo-Location Oriented Networks (G-LocON)
[128] to communicate with separated VANET groups through a mobile network.According
to the authors, this proposal is efficient in packet arrival rates and dissemination delay, but it
has not been tested in a dynamic network and the network relay on mobile communications.

4.1.3. Broadcasting Techniques
The design of a collaborative system based on the epidemic broadcast is another study
proposed by C. Barberis et a.[129], this system can find a multimedia content from other
vehicles or public internet servers because it uses multicast messages, like it is detailed in
the scheme (see., Figure 9). This method aids in the sharing of content multimedia files in
Vanet networks. It is effective when the network has a large number of RSUs. It can be
utilized in any sort of area, and it can be used in various vehicle mobility models. However,
because this technology overloads the network with multicasting messages (they employ a
credit system for access medium sharing), it necessitates a large amount of memory to store
the database (in each vehicle).
4.1.4. Network Coding Techniques
A lot of researches proof that network coding is an efficient method of networking,
CodeTorrent [130], use the random linear coding system to share information on P2P networks in one-hop communication. It supposes that every file can be identified by fileID
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Figure 10: Network Coding [130]

and divided into n pieces, the seed node creates and diffuses the file descriptions to their
one-hop neighbor. In this protocol, nodes exchange coded frames instead of file pieces and
every time the seed node is invited to exchange coded frames, the node must generate a
new frame. A node can know about a file if it receives the description of this file from his
neighbors, but If a node finds the interesting file, it defuses the request with fileID, in the
reception of this request, each node that has a piece or a coded frame that contain a piece
of the requested file must respond with a new coded frame, to restore the complete file each
node must collect n coded frame linearly independent, every node must:
1. Broadcast periodically the description of the files contained in their coded frame to
their neighbors with a low probability
2. Save all received frames (linearly independent of the others frames in the memory)
even if it is not interested in this frame because it can help the neighboring nodes,
3. Use a little slot of random time (broadcast jitter) before broadcasting to avoid the
collision.
In Codetorrent, the nodes work together to disseminate the coded bits via network coding.
However, malicious nodes generate many problems, and specific propagation faults occur
(incorrect frames can influence all the coded frames after linear combining).
4.1.5. MAC Layer Techniques
Two proposed techniques suggest a layer modification to improve P2P communications:
The first one is presented by R. Xie [131] and Z.Y. Xie [132]. They have demonstrated
that to ensure the streaming without stopping the video, we must use a P2P application
to share multimedia content (e.g., video, music). For that reason, they conceive an Ad-hoc
Stream Adaptive Protocol (ASAP), ASAP uses UDP in the transport layer to deal with
route changes in VANETs, each video is divided into equal segments (with IDs), to join the
network, the client node must broadcast joining request, it must choose the first server node,
the intermediate (i.e., relay) node reacts like the real client node, the nodes must request the
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Figure 11: Ad-hoc Stream Adaptive Protocol (ASAP)

next segments before the playback buffer finish with the current segment and the ASAP can
reuse an existing path many times (see., Figure 11).ASAP is better than Vanilla and ensures
flexible playback in terms of efficiency and duration. It can stream again after a failure, and
each relay node reconnects as if it were a client node. However, ASAP is dedicated to video
streaming and nothing else, it can be accomplished through caching mechanisms, and it
employs the first path rather than the best.
And the second one is proposed by M. S. Almalag et al. [133] and B. Nataraj et al [134].
In this technique, the authors have proposed an algorithm for P2P file-sharing over VANET
using a new MAC protocol (i.e., TC-MAC) to improve inter-cluster communication. The
network is divided into clusters, and each cluster has a cluster head (CH). This protocol offers
a dynamic assignment of TDMA slots. Like DSRC MAC, TC-MAC is divided into 1 Control
Channel (CCH for safety/update messages) and 6 Service Channel (SCH) (see., Figure 12).
Even if the cluster has a large set of vehicles, this technique may ensure file sharing and be
used in different systems (TC-MAC use DSRC channels). However, this method only uses
one-hop communication (MAC only), and the control messages management puts a strain
on the network.
4.1.6. Interference Evaluation Techniques
The suggested method in [135] evaluates the impact of interference in P2P in VANET over
independent and non-identically distributed Nakagami-m fading channels. The construction
of a closed-form specification of the Probability Density Function (PDF) and overall Signalto-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio is used to derive P2P communication in this paper (SINR).
Using the PDF, they get the mathematical closed-form formulation of the suggested system’s
Moment Generating Function (MGF). Furthermore, an Average Bit Error Rate (ABER)
expression for P2P communication is constructed under the impact of interference. So,
this paper concentrates on the impact of interference on P2P communications and provides
essential mathematical expressions verified using Monte Carlo simulation, such as the PDF,
MGF, and ABER. However, the other factors that influence the network are neglected.
4.1.7. Security Techniques
The different initiative [136] proposes an effective, secure routing technique, known as
ESSPR, that combines searchable encryption with vehicle proxy encryption to maintain
message security in vehicular P2P networks. The author has demonstrated that ESSPR
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can withstand packet processing, packet monitoring, replay attacks, wormhole attacks, and
interference. The efficacy of ESSPR among malicious peers has proven that it is secure and
efficient in terms of average fairness, delivery ratio, detection ratio, and average latency in
vehicular P2P social networks. However, it must be tested with other kinds of attacks such
as user-profiling attacks and liability attacks.
V. Hassija et al. [137] created a vehicular P2P network to ensure data tracking and communication security. In this paper, two models were suggested.
• Vehicle to RSU auction-based model: an agreement was reached in the car network
using the IOTA [138] consensus algorithm.
• Vehicle to vehicle Nash bargaining model: An auction model was utilized to allocate
a maximum amount of required bandwidth.
The Nash bargaining algorithm has been implemented in this proposition to offer automobiles with optimal functionality. In addition, a game-theoretical framework was used to
simulate the connection between vehicles that provide and consume offloading resources.
According to the simulation results, all vehicles in the network deliver superior Quality of
Experience (QoE) and utility potential than their peers.
CSP2P [139] is a new security scheme for the urban P2P VANET network. It was
created with the goal of maintaining a functional certification framework. In addition, an
intelligent cooperative detection system is also presented, which detects routing threats
via homomorphic encryption. The CSP2P system is offered as an intelligent black hole
attack detection scheme with video segment protection to safeguard the Urban P2P VANET
network. It differs depending on the type of attack, vehicle node authentication, and the
video data’s integrity and secrecy. This model can identify, prevent, and inform elementary
and compound attacks in the urban P2P VANET environment depending on the simulation.
Blacklists, on the other hand, can help with security and confidentiality.
4.1.8. Safety Messages Techniques
The VANET P2P data sharing system [140] aims to improve driver situational awareness
and minimize road accidents. The proposed system includes numerous sensors that identify
things on the road and send warning messages to other vehicles through RSUs. The development is made up of an embedded system that is installed in both the vehicles and RSUs.
The suggested system focuses on the distance sensor, which provides distance and accuracy
information. The statistics indicated that the suggested system could exchange information
with automobiles and infrastructures to avert collisions and support safe driving.
4.1.9. Priority Signal Control Techniques
In [141], a newly signal-priority control model is designed, which serves as the foundation
for a Multi-Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal System (MMITSS). The MMITSS is a USDOTfunded initiative that focuses on connected vehicle technologies to create a cooperative
transportation network. Because of the priority control concept, even a signal controller may
have a scalable vehicle priority policy. Furthermore, the priority control approach minimizes
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the number of failures and interruptions by limiting the adverse effects on vehicles. Two
VISSIM simulation networks evaluate the MMITSS. The results show that a P2P network
can enhance the reliability of transportation while decreasing harmful effects on other modes
of mobility. The analyzed parameters are priority control, coordination, and fully operational
control. Although, vehicle priority management was established without taking coordination
or pedestrians into account.

4.1.10. Software Defined Network (SDN) Techniques
You, Z., et. al.[142] developed a novel SDN direction technique for a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network. It is a cross-layer protocol in VANET that uses cross-layer parameters such as available bandwidth, link duration, and forwarding probability to decide the route from source
to destination. This technique is intended for urban vehicle networks that can determine the
best path between source and destination on a global scale. The given technique evaluates
the optimum global pathways for SDN and OpenFlow controllers vehicle communication
and reduces end-to-end delay significantly. As a result, routing based on route reliability decreases the risk of a connection disruption, resulting in a reduced rate of route interruption.
A network simulator named OPNET was used to compare this technique with SDN-based
geographic routing (SDGR) protocol [143], SDN-based vehicular ad-hoc on-demand (SVAO)
routing protocol [144], and AODV, and evaluate the performance of the proposed design at
various speeds and densities. The simulation shows that this protocol is efficient in packet
drop ratio, overhead, and average end-to-end delay throughput.

4.1.11. Streaming Techniques
TDDV [145] is a VANET-based P2P information distribution system for critical deadline
streaming. It is a distinct search approach for gathering information and looking for segments
in a specific province simultaneously. It is split into three functions, as follows:
• A lookup function that obtains data distribution part information to decrease network
overhead.
• A function that requests data prepares only enough data to fulfill the service’s playback
rate requirement.
• A function solves the problem of highly mobile hosts in VANETs by providing deadlinesensitive segment distribution.
The NS shows that TDDV is better than other mechanisms in admission rate, successful
rate, control bytes per second, average route delay, route duration, and single hop delay.
However, the connected link duration is calculated based on the assumption that vehicle
speeds follow some specific distributions.
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4.1.12. Delay Tolerant Networks Techniques
The described idea in [146] comprises two significant contributions to P2P communication
using a data distribution method:
• Rubinstein Bargaining-based game-theoretical pricing model: A relay node
must charge a service forwarder node based on the remaining service level in this
paradigm.
• P2P communication into the data-centric suggested method to improve
content distribution: The suggested algorithm’s performance was measured using
the message delivery ratio, average message delivery latency, and overhead ratio.
According to the simulation, the suggested method decreased data delivery delays, mitigated
node selfishness, lowered overhead, and boosted the message distribution ratio.
Finally, in the following diagram, we present a taxonomic tree of overlay independent
techniques for VANET(see., Figure 12).
4.2. Structured overlays techniques for VANET
Structured overlays mean that the resources are not randomly divided in the network.
So the nodes must use the DHT, this feature facilitates the data discovery process due to
the limited number of hops to find the resources. In most cases, the nodes and the resources
have the same ID space, and the resources are distributed in the nodes depending on a
hash function. In what follows, we will study the most known P2P structured overlays over
VANET, and we will discuss their topologies, lookup process, and their performance.
4.2.1. One-Tier Overlay Techniques
Rybicki J Et al [3] developed a novel distributed traffic information system based on P2P
overlay and internet. They have detailed several p2p traffic information problems and their
solutions like:
• Fairness and scalability
• Bootstrapping
• Network aggregation
• Privacy and trustworthiness
• connectivity
This proposition uses Publish/subscribe DHT (see., Figure 13), and It is based on three
tasks:
• Detection changes to trigger the notifications
• Subscription management
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Figure 13: Publish/subscribe DHT [3]

• Information distribution
However, this approach does not allow a peer in one PS to inform peers in another PS, and
it cannot be utilized in highways.
A new kind of VANET routing protocol that integrate P2P overlay in VANETs named
Peer Computing based Adhoc On Demand Vector PAV [147], it uses DHT instead of the
routing table, to identify the different nodes, it employs a consistent hashing algorithm of IP
NID, the PAV routing table PRT is the same like DSRP routing table and the difference is
in the IP address of the next hop node is replaced with the successor NID, for that purpose,
it relies on three algorithms:
• PAV route, discovering algorithm,
• PRT querying algorithm: to manage querying messages,
• PAV route maintenance algorithm: to manage joining and depart of nodes.
This method is more efficient than traditional AODV, although it has a problem with Node
Storage Overhead.
In [148], the proposed method uses enhanced Chord (i.e., Mobile Chord) to resolve
P2P problems over VANET like request messages managing, join ,and departure of nodes.
MChord is based on Chord with four modifications:
1. Aggressive table update: Nodes have to update all possible fingers, because usually
in the sparse networks, two or more fingers can index the same node,
2. Overlay table broadcasting: Every node has a knowledge table with the other nodes
information, and in every moment, every node must exchange updated information
with one hop neighbors, all that to avoid Ping messages for DHT update, using a lot
of routing messages and Packets lose,
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Figure 14: PAV Architecture [147]

3. Greedy forwarding: Every node sends application packet to the node who got the
closest ID to Destination ID (using Knowledge table),
4. Passive bootstrapping: If a node wants to join the overlay, it must take a moment
exchange knowledge table with his one hop neighbors without using hook node.
According to the simulation, the bootstrapping technique is more efficient than utilizing a
hook node to join the overlay, and MChord outperforms Chord in terms of overlay consistency. Average request delay, correct response number, and response delay.
PeerTIS [149] is a traffic information system based on cellular network (i.e., mobile
internet) to share traffic situation, it uses a modified CAN overlay for P2P sharing and GPS
for route guidance. This technique uses GPS coordinates like a key (i.e., 2-dimensional
keys) instead of IP address (i.e., for peers and route segments), the key space is divided into
lots of zones, and each peer is responsible for the information of one zone. If a new peer
wants to join the overlay, it must cooperate with the Bootstrap DNS server and it must
divide a zone with another peer and update the road information. If a peer wants to leave,
its zone must be merged with another one who belongs to another node. The peers are
connected in the overlay if they share the same border and every peer has the address of
their neighbors in the overlay. If a peer wants the information about a segment of the road,
it must request the peer responsible, and if this peer goes to this road, it must update the
segments information. In Vanet, PeerTIS is more efficient than CAN because it improves
the lookup and updates messages. In addition, it presents a new dynamic navigation system
to assist the driver in selecting the most appropriate route. However, this solution requires
using a cellular network to access the internet, GPS errors might affect system performance,
and it relies on the Bootstrap DNS server for node joining, which is unreliable ( ID problems
if many vehicles are in the same place).
N. Dutta [150] design a new DHT based p2p technique, this technique divides the map
into many zones and each zone has a zip code, each zone and each file is hashed in a ring
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Figure 15: A P2P Traffic Information System [149]

Figure 16: Chord Ring [150]

(i.e., SHA-1). Each file is assigned by the successor zone in the ring, so If a car wants a
file, it will hash the name of a file and ask the cars of the successor zone for the file. This
strategy is scalable and distributed, and it can be effective in a network with fewer users.
However, the vehicles can switch the zone and possess the files; the vehicles must have an
ID to reduce request time (request a vehicle, not a zone); and they must at the very least
test this technique with simulation.
Another study [151] designs a cross-layer to improve Mobile Chord (CL MChord) [148]
in order to enhance the information sharing techniques over VANET (see., Figure 17).
There are two modifications:
1. Cross-layer knowledge harvesting: The idea is to exploit the nature of wireless
nature, every neighbor node can listen to other transmission packets even if they do
not concern itself, and The MAC layer must send the important information to the
application layer, so it can update the overlay table,
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Figure 17: Cross-layer design [151]

2. Knowledge piggyback in overlay signalling: This proposed mechanism piggyback
the overlay table in the Chord maintenance signalling packets and query packets, if
a node receives a packet, it must extract the overlay table, updates his own table,
and forwards the updated overlay table, so the neighbors nodes can have the updated
overlay table (i.e., using Cross-layer knowledge harvesting).
This solution allows the overlay table to be broadcast without affecting the network. As
a result, passive Bootstrapping is more efficient than Hook Nodes and avoids congestion
around the Hook Nodes. This Mobile Chord improvement outperforms Mobile Chord and
Chord in many aspects. However, it can also be compared to other peer-to-peer approaches
such as CAN, MCAN, and Pastry. There are few changes between Mobile Chord and
Cross-Layer Mobile Chord in the simulation, and the relationship between groups is still a
concern. GraphTIS [152] is another traffic information system based on P2P overlay and
cellular network, It is a modification of another old traffic information system PeerTIS [149]
(e.g., CAN), the network is represented by a Graph (i.e., key neighbor graph), the vertices
represent the road and the edges represent the intersections between roads, the graph is
divided into a lot of sous graphs, each peer is responsible for one sub-graph. The roads
between sous graphs represent the link between peers in the overlay. If a peer joins the
overlay, it must be accountable for one subgraph. However, if it leaves, it must give back
its sub-graph, so When a peer wants the information about an itinerary, it must send the
request to the peer responsible for the first segment of this itinerary, and then it can process
the shortest path to the destination (i.e., list of neighboring peers) using the key neighbor
graph, to improve the lookup in the overlay, the authors use:
• An additional random link in the key neighbor graph, and it is not used in the shortest
path procedure,
• Caching: to exploit the temporal correlations, so each peer must save the information
about the peers responsible for some roads using requests and the update messages.
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This strategy improves the cooperative information system lockup performance (compared
with CAN and PeerTIS). It represents the map using a key neighbor graph, which allows
it to master the overlay information. It also utilizes a caching approach to avoid sending
redundant messages. However, this strategy necessitates ample memory space for Caching,
the map, the neighbor’s key graph, the subgraph information, and the additional random
linkages.
Another structured overlay technique was proposed named LAar-VANET [153]. It is a
replica mechanism combined with a locality-aware approach over a structured P2P overlay
in VANET. The proposition uses Chord DHT overlay with two mains modifications:
• Data replication in the owner node’s finger node list addresses a data loss issue caused
by node churn.
• The overlay is built using a locality awareness application that considers the physical
position.
In terms of lookup success ratio, end-to-end time, and the number of logical lookup hops,
simulations reveal that LAar-VANET outperforms Mobile Chord. However, if the number
of buses representing the Bootstrap Vehicle (BV) is few, it will be fragile.
[154] discusses another interesting P2P system in the VANET. It uses the physical group
clustering approach, and the pyramid tree algorithm is used for inter-cluster communication. It has several advantages, including data query and delivery efficiency, location
independence, and rapid deployment in the real world.
4.2.2. Two-Tiers Overlay Techniques
In [155], the authors offer a new design of publish/subscribe architecture based on Chord
overlay for VANET. The buses (i.e., Brokers) constructs the Chord ring Overlay (i.e., connected via mobile internet), and the vehicle can publish and subscribe. Each bus is responsible for a predefined number of vehicles (Hash(BusIP ) is the successor to Hash(VehicleIP )),
and every vehicle has a:
• Subscription Table and Publication Table: to save the active local sub/pub,
• Forwarding Table: to save the others vehicles sub/pub,
• Last Mobile Brokers: to save the ID of the last contacted Bus.
This protocol is divided into 5 procedures:
1. DHT formation of mobile brokers,
2. Publication/Subscription routing and storage,
3. Locating the subscriber vehicle,
4. Notification routing and delivery,
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Figure 18: A service discovery framework installed in VANETs with infrastructure [156]

5. Opportunistic delivery of notification.
This method outperforms both the stationary infrastructure-based and the pure Vanet approaches. This method is simple to implement (Low cost). The lookup is improved by using
Chord overlay. However, Chord overlay must be maintained over the internet. In addition,
if a bus disconnects, all of its data will be lost.
The latest solution is described in [156]. It is a design of a service discovery framework
installed in VANETs with infrastructure, this framework aims to discover services (i.e.,
vehicles information) with the help of structures P2P overlay (i.e., Chord) and it is divided
into three steps:
1. Creation of P2P network: The RSUs are placed in the city using the Binary Integer
Programming model, according to zones density, connectivity of the network, and the
cost of the infrastructure. To manage the network, they use the DHT and a Chord
overlay (i.e., each RSU is responsible for several vehicles),
2. Service registration: All information concerning a vehicle are saved in the responsible RSU (RSUResp = succ(hash(VID )), every vehicle sends periodically (i.e., location,
speed, direction) to the overlay via the nearest RSU and the intermediate RSU can
save the vehicle information momentarily,
3. Service Discovery: If a node wants the information about a vehicle, it sends a
request to the cluster head (i.e., clustering is used), and the cluster head forwards it
to the overlay via intermediate RSU. Finally, The responsible RSU (or a node in the
path can respond) responds to this request.
In terms of query success rate, location finding delay, and infrastructure cost, this technique
outperforms EMBLS and HMLS [157] (other service discovery methods). However, it is
ineffective in metropolitan areas.
A new two-tier P2P overlay-based technique was proposed in [158]. It is based on clustering (Trust Group), and each group performs a Chord overlay between nodes. In addition,
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Figure 19: Urban Multi-Layered Chord (UML-Chord) [159]

each group selects a sort of cluster head to share the inter-cluster data with the global Chord
overlay. This global P2P network connects the RSUs all over the city. This technique uses
Machine Learning (ML) method named evidence theory to choose the best node from all
the nodes in the groups to connect with the global overlay, depending on the reliability, the
accuracy, the gradient information, and the learning parameters. This notion is more robust
and less complex, but it comes at a higher cost in terms of computing and communication.
4.2.3. Multi-Layered Overlay Techniques
Urban Multi-Layered Chord (UML-Chord) is described by [159]. It uses the multi-layered
Chord P2P file sharing, the network is divided into zones, each zone has an RSU, and this
RSUs form a cluster, each cluster constructs an overlay (i.e., Chord ring), it has a cluster
head and car-position head (cp-head). The cluster heads form another Chord ring (named
Super ring), and the cp-head stores all the information about the vehicles in the cluster. The
download process is based on two formulas to compute the connection lifetime and bandwidth. In several parameters, such as the number of hops, control message overhead, and
query latency time, this strategy outperforms Chord and Overlay-based solutions. However,
a large number of chord rings can result in an overhead. Therefore, it has been compared
to older approaches like Chord.
In the end, the following diagram presents a taxonomic of structured overlays for VANET
(see., Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Taxonomic of structured overlays techniques for VANET.
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4.3. Unstructured overlays techniques for VANET
Unlike the structured overlays, the unstructured overlays ensure the flexibility of nodes.
So this type of overlay can facilitate node membership, reduce the maintainability cost, and
decrease messages overhead, but the major problem is the lookup process. In the following,
we will discuss and study the most interesting unstructured P2P overlays in a detailed
manner.
4.3.1. One-Tier Overlay Techniques
Another solution that uses safety messages is in [160]. This P2P technique is dedicated
to neighboring vehicles in the same direction. The idea is to divide the network into a
lot of Local Peers Groups (LPG) with two communication types: Intra LPG and Inter
LPG. For that purpose, it proposes two different clustering architectures (i.e., Dynamic and
Stationary LPG). In Dynamic Clustering, the roadway is divided into lots of Zip-code areas
that define the LPG depending on the communication range, number of vehicles we want to
be in an LPG, road conditions, and LPG’s members dynamically change as vehicles move.
However, in Stationary Clustering, the vehicles in the neighborhood can construct an LPG
with Relative Ordering (LPG-RO) and LPG with Linked Equivalent Cells (LPG-LEC). It
can be utilized on city or highway routes, however if the network is crowded, it will have a
high overhead.
The results offered by T. Atéchian et al. in CoFFee [161] suggest the use of the following
ideas:
• Geocast Routing Protocol (DG-CastoR): It is a new routing protocol to route the
request messages based on mobility prediction to estimate the communication time
between the sender and the receiver nodes.
• Content Distribution management: Used to share files, It is dependent on neighbors
exchanging periodic Hello messages to confirm their availability. Every file is separated
into sections, much like a tree (i.e., every piece into many parts). The provider node
uses the communication time prediction formula to send the rarest pieces first (i.e.,
divide and prune functions).
In terms of block transfer rate and network overload, this solution outperforms the random method. It forwards files using a prediction trajectory function. To distribute the
rarest components, dividing files into a tree structure is a brilliant idea. However, sending
hello messages on a regular basis and creating an overlay for each request overloads the
network. The requester node’s trajectory varies, resulting in an incorrect prediction. This
methodology is compared to the random method rather than other methods.
H. Perkuhn et al. [162] developed an application that combines a GIS with a P2P system
to share information. It uses mobile communication (i.e., 3G) as a default communication
besides a VANET communication (i.e., P2P over VANET) in the case of the 3G network
cannot provide the communication like: in the tunnels, the charge of the cellular antenna.
This system detects the limit of the cellular network and establishes a P2P communication.
For this purpose, the system offers a list of nodes with their IPs that can provide the resources
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Figure 21: Schematic Overview of the Geo-Supported P2P VANET for ITS Applications [162]

to the requester peers, and the requester peers can communicate with the seed(i.e., provider)
P2P communication( using Bit torrent). It is a new hybrid application that can overcome
the limitations of cellular networks by delivering content to many peers in a given area at
the same time. However, because multiple peers can request the same peer at the same
time, this may result in overhead. In addition, the response time can be huge, and the
network can change constantly. Thus it must be compared to other systems, at the very
least through simulation.
N. Ahmadifard et al [163] propose a new file sharing protocol in the VANET (ISEFF)
(i.e., Without infrastructure) using Bit torrent and consistent hashing to Improve sharing
performance. This protocol is divided into five mechanisms:
1. Mapping
2. DHT establishing
3. Searching of the requested file and finding owners
4. Piece and owner selection strategies and retrieving the requested file
5. Updating DHT
(a) If a vehicle changes the region, it must update the DHT from the first neighbor
vehicle,
(b) If a vehicle receives the first piece of a file, it must send a NMsg to the mapped
region.
In terms of received file ratio, average download time, average file download, and control
message overhead, this technique outperforms the P2P-based approach. Only a few vehicles
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keep track of the files to avoid the network load. The advantages of using BitTorrent are
to increase file reception rates and download times. However, the dynamic changing of the
regions creates an aggressive Update, and timer optimization remains a concern.
In [164], A. Valibak et al. design a cooperative traffic information system using P2P
file sharing and clustering in the urban zones. It is a two purpose system: The best path
selection (i.e., for vehicles) and the best-connected path (i.e., for request messages). Each
vehicle has a GPS, digital geographic map and 802.11p interface, and each node in the
network has three tables:
1. Travel Time table: to save the travel time for each route segment,
2. Neighboring Table: to keep the information about the vehicles in the same segment,
3. Connectivity Probability Table: to save the connectivity probability for each
segment.
Each peer must update its tables continuously by neighboring peer messages and by self
computations. The peers are organized in clusters, the nearest peer to the intersection is
the cluster head, and the cluster head is responsible for the communications between the
local segment peers and the other segment peers. If a vehicle arrives at the intersection, it
must calculate the best path to the destination using the updated information in the travel
time table and DIJKSTRA algorithm, as it is illustrated in 22. If the peer does not have the
information about a segment (or out of date), this peer must send a request packet to the
peers in the requested segment with the best-connected path (i.e., Connectivity Probability
Table):
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Where m is the number of segments in the path, d is the distance between two peers,
and R is the communication range. This strategy can decrease travel time in urban areas,
optimize control messages to avoid bandwidth waste, and guarantee link connectivity, all of
which increase response time. However, in the simulation, they utilize a limited comparison
criterion, and the threshold T (of update time) must be optimized.
The objective of M. Picone et al. in their book [165] is to propose a new unstructured
P2P overlay for an ITS that uses the Geographic position to form the clusters, decentralized
infrastructure-based system, and a P2P overlay scheme named Distributed Geographical
Table (DGT). The purpose of this design is to make information retrieval more efficient.
The network data is saved in a distributed manner by the DGT, the overlay’s neighboring
peers are geographically adjacent, and clustering methods are not used to prevent peers’
saturation. However, the use of periodic messages continues to be a concern. It is not
possible to use it in a sparse network. It also has to be compared to other systems.
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Figure 22: A cooperative traffic information system using P2P file sharing and clustering in the urban zones
[164]
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In this study, a new technique that improves the message dissemination technique in
VANETs applying P2P communications is suggested [166]. This technique uses the link
sustainability between peers to select the cluster head and discover the roads, it is based
on broadcasting for message dissemination, and it is divided into two parts: Clustering and
Route Discovering, This approach is more efficient than ASAP [134] regarding the number of
exchanged packets, delivery time, and package transfer rate per time unit. It can anticipate
the link lifetime in order to avoid disconnection. Furthermore, it can also assist in selecting
the ideal cluster head (to avoid repeated lection). However, the cluster head must be involved
in route discovery, and the network can be loaded by broadcasting and periodic messages.
A.A. Valibak el al [167] present a cooperative ITS in VANETs with the help of P2P
communication (to improve [163]). This system has two purposes: finding the shortest path
(i.e., time) for vehicles and routing the exchanged messages through the best-connected path
simultaneously. To do that, it uses a clustering technique with a specific data structure (i.e.,
each node has specific tables) and different types of messages. The vehicles on the road are
organized in clusters (i.e., depending on the road segment), the cluster head is the closest
peer to the intersection. Each node in this system has three tables:
1. Travel Time table: for each segment, update data with aggregation TAgg = αTOld +
βTN ew
2. neighboring Table: updated periodically and in case of segment change, contain
information about neighbors,
3. VANET Connectivity Table: updated in messages reception and periodically, include the radio connectivity probability of each segment.
There are four kinds of exchanged packets:
1. Normal Packets: to periodically (i.e., adaptive) exchange data between peers,
2. Super Peer packets: to exchange information between Super peers in each intersection,
3. Lookup Packets: to request the travel Time Information
4. Reply Packets: to reply to the lookup packets.
The radio connectivity probability of each segment (i.e., VANET Connectivity Table) is
computed as follows:
n+2
X
PConnectivity = (
li )/L
i=1

L the road segment length and li are the length between vehicles. This system can ensure
that information about the route segment is available at the same time as the optimum
path to the target is being retrieved. Furthermore, because this approach is dynamic, the
best path can be adjusted according to road conditions. However, this technique cannot
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be employed on the highway (disconnection on lengthy highways), and several parameters,
such as update time and thresholds, must be optimized.
The PEer-to-Peer protocol for Allocated REsource (PrEPARE) [168] is based on VANET.
It supports information sharing without the use of RSUs or any infrastructure (based on
the Gnutella protocol) Vehicles will need to collaborate in order to exchange and search for
accessible information. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed strategy has
an impressive search time for inquiring sources in a single hop and searching for information
in several hops. However, the method produces a high success rate with minimal overhead,
resulting in significant resource availability. The researchers hope to develop a P2P protocol
that makes resources available to vehicles and expands the amount of resources used in a
vehicle cloud.
Another interesting technique is described in [169]. It’s an Open p2p vehicular network
library for real-world experiments. It exploits the libp2p (Goland library for P2P overlay)
protocol library to construct a network and expose its vehicle trip parameter. It uses the
gossip protocol and has demonstrated library functionality on an Android application in realworld conditions. It also uses 802.11ac protocol (as opposed to 802.11p, a specially designed
protocol for vehicular networks) Wi-Fi hardware, which is found in almost all smartphones
today. Researchers will have autonomy in collecting appropriate trip parameters for their
purposes and inferring study outcomes, but this is still not a VANET application, and
simulation will be required to compare this application to others.
4.3.2. Two-Tiers Overlay Techniques
In [170], The authors proposed a hybrid framework (P2P and Internet) to share information over VANET using mobile and fixed nodes clustering. The Social Cluster-Based P2P
Framework (SCBP2PF) is composed of:
1. Social Cluster-Based Overlay Structure: Mobile and fixed peers are grouped into
(many) clusters using the following cluster mechanisms:
(a) Interest-Based Cluster Construction: Every cluster head must be a fixed node,
each mobile node has a cluster head (i.e., must be similar using similarity function), and each information in the cluster must be registered with the cluster
head,
(b) Small World Based Inter cluster Overlay Construction: Each cluster head can
calculate the similarity with the other cluster heads and use Random Walk to
be connected. After constructing the overlay, every node can use it to discover
resources by sending a request message to the cluster head. If the cluster head
has the information, it must transfer the data directly. If not, it must forward
the request message to other cluster heads.
2. Life time-aware Flooding Scheme: It is used to control the broadcast of request
messages by computing Link Expiration Time LET, LET is calculated with the position, direction, and speed. The node who got the long LET can forward the messages,
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3. Connectivity-aware Retrieval Scheme: Used to resolve a lot of problems like
cutting paths and network load,. . . . It calculates the Path Life Time and Bandwidth
with the help of respond packets header.
This solution outperforms older strategies in communication overhead, retrieval file ratio,
and query hit ratio. However, even if the network uses an internet connection and RSUs,
the periodic messages load the network.
In the aim to enhance the lookup success rate and avoid the disconnection problems of
the VANET, S. -L. Tsao et al. [171] prefer to use VANET and unstructured p2p overlay to
offer a better traffic information system. The neighboring peers forms a cluster and select
their super peer depending on their IDs, and the super peer must not be further than d -hop
to other peers. The peers in the cluster communicate with Inter vehicular communication
IVC (i.e., lower tier), and the super peers are connected to construct an unstructured P2P
overlay (i.e., High tier) like it is described in Fig 23. In terms of network connection, traffic
information propagation, and lockup success rate, this strategy outperforms broadcasting,
structured P2P overlay, and infrastructure-based P2P. On the other hand, the super-peers
selection procedure needs to be investigated and is exclusively employed in traffic information
systems. This solution outperforms older strategies in communication overhead, retrieval
file ratio, and query hit ratio. However, even if the network uses an internet connection and
RSUs, the periodic messages load the network.
J. Guo [172] choose to improve the link lifetime and resource lookup by enhancing the
two-tier p2p communication system [171]. For this purpose, their technique has three modifications:
1. Reliable super-peer selection: The peer with the maximum predicted link lifetime
between peers is selected to be the super peer, and the link lifetime between two peers
is predicted as (see., Figure 24):
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2. Pre-broadcast detection: to select between one-hop neighbors communication or
high-tier request.
3. Location awareness access: physically neighbors nodes they can quickly exchange
information.
This technique can help to solve link instability and resource discovering problems. Moreover, it is more efficient than the old version of two tiers p2p communication system. Nevertheless, the forming mechanism of the cluster is a big problem to resolve.
The idea of J.S.Li et al. [173] is to design some information localization management
system (i.e., localization of vehicles in urban areas) based on VANET, P2P overlay, and a
backbone network (i.e., wired). The map is divided into many equal zones. Each zone is
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Figure 23: Design of a two-tier P2P traffic information system [171]

Figure 24: Predicted link lifetime between two peers [172]
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covered by one RSU (i.e., Location Information Point LIP). Each LIP has the information
about the vehicles in its coverage zone (in the vehicle table). The LIPs with a significant
number of vehicles (i.e., more than a threshold) are named Hotspot LIPs (i.e., this Hotspot
LIPs represents the peers in the P2P overlay (i.e., flooding based)), so If a vehicle Vs want
to find another Vd, It must follow the algorithm detailed in [173]. The usage of Hotspot
LIPs increases the success rate of vehicle lockup. As a result, this technique has a faster
response time and a higher lockup success rate than RLSMP. However, the overlay is used
in one wired network (Hotspot LIPs), and it uses a flooding-based overlay. It is dedicated
only to vehicle localization.
K. Lu et al. [174] developed an adaptive routing protocol used in the traffic information
systems. Its goal is to improve the lookup efficiency of traffic information in the two-tier
traffic information system proposed by S. L. Tsao et al.[171]. The two-tier traffic information
system uses P2P overlay and VANET for the lookup of information, and the proposed
algorithm helps the system to choose the best way for the lookup of traffic information
(i.e., VANET or P2P overlay). That decision depends on the estimation of routing success
probability. This algorithm has improved the lookup success rate of the two-tier system. In
addition, it aids in determining which approach (Vanet or P2P overlay) should be utilized
to find the shortest path. However, the time it takes to compute the probability causes a
delay in response to the request. Another issue to overcome is optimizing the value of the
threshold P.
In [175], it was shown that P2P overlay through infrastructure-based communication
(i.e., higher tier) and VANET IVC (i.e., lower tier) could improve the information retrieval
systems, so the vehicles in the network are organized in many clusters, and each cluster has
a Super peer, each node in the cluster has an ID, and the nodes with the lowest ID is the
Super peer, this super-peer represents a bridge between the two-tier (i.e., from the nodes in
the cluster to the highest tier), due to the high mobility of vehicles the super-peer and the
periodic changing topology of P2P overlay, the nodes in the same cluster must share all the
available information,
• If a user in the vehicle wants some information about traffic or another service, a request must be sent in VANETs (i.e., hop by hop with TTL mechanism and geographic
forwarding scheme),
• If there is no answer, the super-peer of this cluster uses the Gnutella-based P2P overlay
and geographic routing mechanism for the lookup of this information,
• The super-peer sends a request with TTL in the overlay (i.e., to his neighbor). If a
node in the overlay receives the request and the requested information is not stored in
its cluster, it must forward the request to his neighbor until the request is responded
or TTL = 0.
Compared to Broadcasting, Structured P2P overlay, and infrastructure-based P2P, this
method is superior in terms of network connection, traffic information dissemination, and
lockup success rate.
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Figure 25: P2P overlay through infrastructure based communication and VANET IVC [175]

Figure 26: Adaptive Lookup Protocol for Two-Tier VANET/P2P Information Retrieval Services [176]

Like most authors, C. Cheng et al. [176] design a two-tier (i.e., P2P/VANET) architecture for VANET based on clustering. The conventional VANET is used for intra-cluster
communication, and P2P overlay over an infrastructure-based network is used between Super Peers (i.e., cluster head). It is a modification of an older two-tier architecture [171], the
difference is the use of reachability information, Bloom filter, and probabilistic information
to choose the best lookup way: P2P overlay (unstructured/ Gnutella ) or VANET. This
concept is illustrated in the following diagram (see., Figure 26). In terms of lookup success
rate, lookup overhead, and lookup latency, this technique outperforms the conventional Two
Tiers technique. However, optimization of the thresholds (threshold H,threshold L,P) is an
outstanding topic. If this technique is employed in ITS, the peer must submit a request
for each road segment, which might result in broadcast storms. Additionally, the usage of
unstructured overlay increases response time.
Based on the approach presented in [177], they explore the possibility of using P2P over
VANET with the help of autonomous clustering management of the nodes. For that purpose, the authors use VANET communication in the cluster and Cellular (i.e., 3G /LTE)
communication outside the cluster. This clustering technique is more effective at disseminat44

Figure 27: Autonomous clustering management of the nodes [177]

ing information than basic Vanet. The cluster heads are dynamically selected based on the
network topology, facilitating communication. However, it makes use of periodic messages
between surrounding nodes, which might load the network. In addition, 5G technologies
can improve cellular communications.
As the precedent proposition, an adaptive lookup two-tier approach [178] employs the
idea of reachability for information retrieval. It is founded on two properties:
• Because the RSUs function as a super-peer, no super-peer election is required, reducing
the protocol’s complexity.
• According to the authors, the structured overlay is not ideal for vehicle environments;
thus, in this P2P system, an unstructured overlay network is employed.
• This study employs the distance-based reachability model to reduce lookup latency
while retaining a reasonable lookup success rate.
When comparing this Adaptive lookup two-tier mechanism (ALTM) to the Conventional
two-tier lookup mechanism (CON) with NS-2, this strategy reduces the search success rate,
data flow might be prioritized to improve it. Prioritized data refers to the modification of
data contention duration according to its relevance. However, the idea of a dynamic distance
threshold is ignored. Instead, it indicates that the distance threshold should differ depending
on the vehicle density.
4.3.3. Multi-Layered Overlay Techniques
A geographic P2P system to discover and share resources over VANET is developed by
Y. H. Lee et al. [179]. This system is based on a backbone architecture to restrict the
massage exchange zone to avoid network load and clustering mechanism. The network is
divided into grids, every grid has a grid header, and the grid header is responsible for the
grid information. A coordinator is a grid header used to coordinate with the grid headers.
Each grid header has a Multi-piece Item table (MPI) with information about the pieces
in the grid (piece ID, piece size, hash ID, location). Each coordinator has a Tracker List
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Table (TLT) with resource information (resource ID, resource name, resource size, hash
ID). And the resource discovery and sharing algorithm is detailed in [179]. This strategy
outperforms Gnuttela regarding satisfaction rate and downloads time, particularly when the
Nearest first piece selection policy is used. The Grid header and Coordinator concepts can
help reduce network load. This technique is capable of locating resources and optimizing
the time required for dissemination. However, it can be compared to other approaches.
Disabling the Grid header/coordinator cripples the system, and backbone system messages
overload the network.
To conclude this section, here is a diagram which presents a taxonomic tree of independent superposition techniques for VANET(see., Figure 28).
5. Comparative Study
From the study made previously and the comparison between the different P2P techniques in VANETs summarized in the following table (Table 1):
We can conclude that, first of all, the overlay independent techniques tried to improve
P2P methods without modifying the overlay type or structure. But the real strength of
P2P algorithms is in the overlay because new techniques like clustering methods for network
coding cannot resolve P2P network problems, and the most crucial issue in VANETs is the
lookup process that is insured by the overlay.
The second remark concerning the structured overlay is that this overlay helps us very
well in the lookup process and can reduce the network load, but the high mobility of nodes
destabilizes the overlay. To solve this issue, several authors use two-tier overlay architecture.
This kind of design involves the most important nodes in the overlay, not all of them.
Finally, unstructured overlays are adequate than structured ones in high mobility, but
the lookup time is considerable. So many authors try to avoid this problem by including
two-tiers or multilayered architectures. But other ones prefer to integrate the GPS position
in the overlay structure (two purpose techniques), such as ITS.
6. Open issues and future research directions
Even though there is a wide study in VANETs on the requirements’ efficiency, robustness, and scalability, a significant number of challenges are still to be addressed, such as the
high mobility, connectivity, information lookup process, network load, and management of
joining and departure of nodes. In this section, we discuss these challenges and present potential future directions detailed in table 2 with their proposed solutions, and recommended
references.
6.1. Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based P2P communications
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped with sensors and wireless interfaces could
collect and share a significant amount of data. This kind of system has to avoid collisions
between UAVs and ensure cooperative synchronization[180]. Therefore, it could be an interesting solution if we deploy a set of UAVs hovering over VANETs and playing the role of
relays to bridge communication gaps between vehicles.
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Figure 28: Taxonomic of unstructured overlays techniques for VANET.
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Table 1: Comparative study between VANET P2P Techniques.
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[155]

Two-tiers

Yes

Yes

Buses with Internet

No

Delivery radio Delay

Use the buses like cluster heads two-tiers overlay

[156]

Two-tiers

Yes

Yes

GPS, RSU

Yes

Query success rate, the location discovery delay, and the
cost of infrastructure

Using two-tier overlay to discover vehicles location

Data loss

Edge network for the distributed and hierarchical machine learning

Number of hops, control message overhead, query delay
time, download time, and file complete ratio

Multi Layered Chord

No

Dynamic and Stationary and clustering.

Transfer rate and network overload

Mobility Prediction

No
Percentage of received files, average download time, average download of file, and control messages overhead,
Travel time
Percentage of missing nodes and message Rate
Exchanged packets number, deliverance time, and package
transfer rate per time unit

Using P2P + Geographic Information System

[158]

Two-tiers

Yes

Yes

Yes

[159]

Multi layered

Yes

Yes

RSU

One-tier

Yes
(Dynamic and
static)

No

GPS

[160]
Unstructured overlays Techniques

Overlay
structure

[161]

One-tier

No

No

No

[162]

One-tier

No

Yes

3G

[163]

One-tier

No

yes

No

[164]
[165]

One-tier
One-tier

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

GPS
RSU,GPS

[166]

One-tier

Yes

No

No

[167]

One-tier

Yes

No

GPS

[168]

One-tier

Yes

Yes

No

[169]
[170]

One-tier
Two-tiers

No
Yes

No
No

RSU
Internet(3G)

[171]

Two-tiers

Yes

No

3G, RSU

[172]
[173]

Two-tiers
Two-tiers

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

3G ,RSU
RSU

[174]

Two-tiers

Yes

No

RSU

[175]
[176]
[177]

Two-tiers
Two-tier
Two-tiers

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
RSU,GPS
3G / LTE

[178]

Two-tiers

Yes

No

Yes

[179]

Multi layered

Yes

No

No

Yes with: convolutional federated learning
Yes with: Chord
and
Overlay
based
No
Yes
:Random
Way
No
Yes with P2P
based approach
No
No
Yes with ASAP
[132]
No
EMBLS
and
HLMS
No
yes
Yes : Broadcasting ,Chord, and
Gnutella
Yes
Yes
Yes
with
:
ASAP [132] and
VANET
No
Yes
No
Conventional
two-tier lookup
mechanism
(CON)
Yes
with
Gnutella

Aggressive table update, overlay table broadcasting, and
greedy forwarding

Mapping and each zone responsible for number of keys
Two purpose System: Connectivity and Shortest path
The use of Distributed Geographical Table
link sustainability clustering

Normalized travel Time

Two Purpose System : Connectivity probability and
Shortest Path

Overhead, service Lack , and service availability

A P2P protocol in the cloud

No
Messages Overhead, retrieve file ration, and query hit ratio

Open p2p vehicular network library
Similarity clustering

Network connection, and traffic information disseminationlockup success rate

Overlay of Cluster heads

Link lifetime and resource lookup
Vehicles lockup success rate

Super Peer selection(depending to link life time)
Hotspot Clustering

Lookup success rate

Use of Connectivity Probability

Broadcasting and Chord
Lookup success rate, lookup overhead, and lookup latency
Successful information dissemination rate

Use of Connectivity Probability
Using reachability and probabilistic information
Autonomous clustering management of the nodes

Search success rate and data flow

Adaptive lookup two-tier mechanism

Satisfaction rate and download time

Geo-aware P2P search scheme
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6.2. Enhancing P2P overlays with machine learning techniques
Machine learning (ML)[181] and deep learning (DL)[182] are powerful Artificial intelligence (AI) tools. Many authors tries to solve crucial problems in P2P by using these tools.
In [181], they introduce a novel application of machine learning to the neighbor selection
problem in self-reorganizing networks. They use Support Vector Machines (SVM) to evaluate the neighbor classifier against live data from the Gnutella (unstructured P2P network).
And this method has a good impact in performance, scalability and resilience of P2P overlays. The same thing with [182], they propose a reinforcement learning-based query routing
approach (RLQR). This approach seeks to reach high retrieval effectiveness as well as a lower
search cost of resources in unstructured overlay, by introducing a new formulation for the
K-Neighbors-Selection (K-NS) based on reinforcement learning. As a result, researchers are
confronted with a strict line of study that needs extensive examination in order to establish
the field of appropriate covering solutions.

6.3. Bio-inspired P2P overlays
SPIDER [183] is one of the countless variant of Bio inspired P2P overlays, like Ant
colonies [184, 185], bee swarms [186]. It is a P2P structured overlay that is based on the
spider web overlay who aims to emphasize the possible actions in this overlay like joining,
leaving and lookups. So there are countless variants of bio-inspired algorithms that can
improve P2P structured overlay to emphasize the possible actions in this overlay, like joining,
leaving, and lookups, because these shortcomings are fairly impactful in this sort of overlays.
6.4. Mobile Cloud, Fog and Edge computing in p2p overlays
Cloud Computing has gained a vast size of scope in recent years. Therefore, it will be
profitable if we combine cloud computing and a P2P network for information retrieval. The
cloud layer improves the relevance of the retrieved information, distributing the indexing,
and searching structures among its nodes. And the P2P layer uses a scalable implementation
of trackers that monitor a set of peers sharing segments of data.
To overcome cloud computing shortcomings in terms of bandwidth, latency, and real-time
response, it is suitable to deploy a Chord overlay into the fog layer.
Besides, we can establish another improvement by complementing edge computing with
P2P overlay with a view to allow the end-user devices in VANET to communicate with each
other and share computation.
6.5. Blockchain P2P overlays
Blockchain technology is the fruit of two emerged research areas, P2P computing and
cryptography. Hence, there are various reasons to attract us to use blockchain over VANET.
For instance, designing a new type of blockchain for secure message dissemination over
VANET.
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Table 2: Open issues and future research directions.
Open challenges
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based P2P
communications
Enhancing P2P overlays
with
machine
learning techniques

Problem(s)
Frequent network disconnections,
collisions between UAVs.

Proposed solution(s)
Set of UAVs hovers over VANETs
to bridge communication gaps between vehicles

• Neighbors selection in
reorganizing networks.

self-

• Propose a novel application of
machine learning.

• Cluster head selection in selfreorganizing networks.

• Introducing
reinforcement
learning in routing.

References
[180, 184,
185,
186,
187]
[181, 182,
188, 189]

• Low retrieval effectiveness in the
unstructured overlay.
• High search cost of resources in
the unstructured overlay.
Bio-inspired P2P overlays
Mobile Cloud, Fog and
edge computing in p2p
overlays

Overlay joining and leaving and Information lookups.
Low bandwidth, latency, and realtime response.

Improve P2P structured overlay
with bio-inspired algorithms.
• Combine cloud computing and
a P2P network for information
retrieval.

[190,
192]
[193,
195]

191,
194,

• Deploy chord overlay in the fog
layer.
• Complementing edge computing
with P2P overlay.
Blockchain P2P overlays
Wireless optical communication in P2P
overlays
New structured overlay
Network coding

IEEE 802.11bd and 5G
V2X
6G in P2P overlays

Not secure message dissemination.
Overlay joining and leaving. Information retrieval.
Overlay joining, leaving and
lookup delay.
system load, throughput limitations
System load, latency, dependability, and throughput constraints
• Low reliability, data rate, and
bandwidth.

Designing a new type of blockchain
for VANET
Use WOC in VANET to solve disconnections problems in structured
P2P overlay.
Combining Pastry overlay and
AODV routing protocol
Improve network performance, reduce network redundancy, and reduce latency using network coding
5G NR-V2X can support P2P communication requirements
Ensure the connectivity between
P2P nodes using 6G.

[196, 197]
[198,
200]

199,

[201]
[198,
200]

199,

[202, 203,
204]
[183, 205,
206, 207]

• Power consumption and error
rate.

6.6. Wireless optical communication in P2P overlays
Wireless optical communication (WOC) is a nascent technology with high-speed connectivity [198] that uses an ultra-wide range of the unregulated spectrum that can reach
100 Gbps of data rate and provides a communication distance range that achieves more
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than 10,000 km [199]. Thereby, it is a promising solution to overcome traditional VANET
limitation and allow p2p overlay to be established in the best manner.
6.7. New structured overlay
MADPastry [201] is a combination of Pastry overlay and AODV routing protocol at the
network layer. MAD Pastry uses a set of keys that evenly divides the DHT key space so
that neighboring nodes are physically close. This overlay facilitates the lookup process in
Vanet applications like ITS due to the physically closest node which is more able to possess
the information.
6.8. Network coding
Network coding technology integrates traditional routing and coding technologies and
is mainly used in multicast networks. Applying network coding to VANETs can effectively
improve network performance, reduce network redundancy, and reduce latency [208]. In
order to further improve the reliability and real-time performance of V2R communications,
researchers try to introduce network coding technology into data dissemination in VANETs
[209]. Nevertheless, we should not overlook the unique concerns and obstacles that may occur
while implementing network coding in a VANET, such as system load, latency, reliability,
and throughput limitations. As a result, how to successfully implement P2P communications
and network coding in VANETs remains an active area of study in the future.
6.9. IEEE 802.11bd and 5G V2X
P2P systems on the VANET are focused on the application layer and allow vehicles to
communicate directly without the assistance of a server. In the future, when more vehicles,
people, and even their devices become connected, networks will need to adapt to increased
system load, latency, dependability, and throughput constraints. Dedicated Short-Range
Communications (DSRC) and Cellular V2X (C-V2X) communications may aid in improved
traffic management, resulting in more environmentally friendly vehicles and cheaper fuel
costs, as well as improved non-line-of-sight (NLOS) capabilities and increased resistance
to interference[202]. However, if the quality of service (QoS) requirements for V2X use
cases become increasingly demanding, as they are in a growing number of complex V2X
applications [203]. Recent significant advancements in radio access technologies (RATs),
such as 802.11bd presented by the IEEE 802.11 Next-Generation V2X study group (NG
V2X), and the next generation V2X technology (i.e., 5G NR-V2X), have been made to
support the communication requirements of a wide variety of advanced vehicular applications
[204]. Recent 5G V2X communication technology significantly boosts network capacity
to handle a high number of users. As a result, researchers are confronted with a highly
complex area of study that needs in-depth investigation in order to advance the field of P2P
communications in VANET.
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6.10. 6G in P2P overlays
Like 5G, the Sixth Generation (6G) mobile network has the ability to ensure the connectivity between P2P nodes, since 6G networks enable an enhanced reliability, data rate, and
bandwidth while reducing power consumption, error rate, and communication time required
for the mobile end-user [183, 206].
7. Conclusion
In recent years, VANET communications gained massive interest due to its wide range
of uses and its variant of applications, including data sharing. Furthermore, the P2P overlay
technique is one of the essential data-sharing applications since each method has its own different set of qualities, advantages, and specifications. In this extensive survey, we have made
the following significant contributions to clarify the differences between these applications:
• We have presented P2P networks and VANETs.
• We have proposed a novel taxonomy that included the majority of P2P overlay methods
for VANET, as well as their applications.
• We have classified the various P2P overlay techniques for VANET into three categories
that are the most studied in the literature.
• We have also discussed cutting-edge technologies and protocols for P2P approaches in
VANETs, as well as crucial challenges that affect their performance.
• Moreover, for each approach, we have identified the issues, applications, and key open
challenges. Furthermore, we mainly explored its requirements, its primary objective,
and its advantages and drawbacks.
A comparative study is performed among the discussed techniques, focusing on the lookup
process and download time. After describing all these P2P overlay schemes and techniques
along with their learned lessons and open research challenges, it is natural to review the
fundamental difficulties that are only apparently addressed in the literature. Indeed, each
P2P proposal has several tough challenges and flaws that demand additional examination,
but these are usually left as future works or scarcely looked at by scientists. For example,
each technique should carefully consider the various limits of using a P2P overlay and how
to overcome them. Also, to avoid destabilization of P2P overlays, the node mobility and the
network load have to be considered. This allows us to outline future research perspectives for
researchers interested in digging further into the P2P overlay in VANET. To summarize, the
P2P overlay mechanism in VANET is still in its immaturity and requires further exploration
to achieve a comprehensive level of research. As future research, we are currently planning
to investigate deeply the concept of artificial intelligence, 5G, and UAVs and how we can
use it in a P2P overlay.
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